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FROM THE SCROLLS OF THE

TROLL LORDS

Conventions
To find a Troll.

Finding a Troll in the merry months of May and June ain’t so
hard...if’n you know where tar look!

In late May we’ll be packing up the carts and heading into the
western lands, heading for the Great Bay and Kubla Con.  This show
begins on May 28th and runs through the 31st.  If you need directions
the site to look at is http://www.kublacon.com/.  We’ll be there run-
ning a booth and our own BloodyMage (His Lordship, Steve Willet)
will be running open rounds of Castles and Crusades.  The greater
the gathering the merrier we’ll all be.

In June the Carts will be loaded again for Diecon in Collinsville
Illinois.  This town is close enough to St. Louis to smell the river so
if your in the midwest you’ll must needs lumber up the wagons and
saddle the horses and come on over.  Troll Lord Davis will be there
shouting the battle cry of Beer for my Breakfast and no doubt wag-
ing a terrible fight against the barbed wire of the local car lots.

After that its too Columbus and Origins!  But more of that later!
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WHERE AT IN HERE LIES THERE BE!

So Steve and I were sitting around at lunch eating $2.00
steaks with some helpings of Mac and Cheese thrown onto
the plate as aside.  Mmmmm, scrumpdelileitious!!!! (Note:
DO NOT COOK MAC AND CHEESE WITHOUT MILK
- IT SUCKS).

So we had our weekly (now daily) rules meet, our daily
meat as we like to think now, and up comes the range
weapon discussion. If you know the two of us, you might
know the direction this is going. So anyway, Steve wanted
two shots a round with a bow and I wanted one. One is
easier than two I was thinking. I mean, would you rather
have one bill from your credit card or two. I think we can
all agree on one.

So it stood at a dead heat. Now, I get to make all the final
rules decisions but am more than willing to listen to
arguments contrary to my ruling. So I suggested to Steve
that he prove he could throw two ‘weapons’ in a round
with any amount of accuracy. Quicker than lickity split he
picked up a fork and threw it really hard. I don’t really
know where he was aiming but it thunked right in my
shoulder and stuck there!

So I looked down at it shaking my head and thinking, this
really hurts - I am
going to kill my
brother. Steve fell of
his chair laughing as
I plucked the thing
out of my shoulder. It
was not deep though.
Now I really started
to think and counted
to 10. ‘You lose
nimwit, its been a
round and you could
not make your
second attack.’
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WARNING:  THERE IS NOTHING SUBSTANTIVE IN
THE FOLLOWING COLUMN

Well for this weeks Castles and Crusades column  (I say
that like we manage to get the Seeker out every week) I
thought about taking a small piece of the rules and pasting
them here.  It would have served two purposes for this
tired old fellow, building interest and supplying
information.

So, as you may or may not be aware there have been, in
the past 30 odd days, a small flood of discussions on the
internet concerning this lovely little project we are all
working so hard on.  Someone emailed me and said he
totaled some 600 posts and 25,000 views on over a dozen
boards from ye Old Grognards Tavern to Dragonsfoot,
from Necromancer Games to Enworld.

When he told me that, I was rather floored.  I have been
buried in a host of projects lately (see page 4) and haven’t
come up for air until just recently.  His revelation made me
have one of my own . . . a revelation that is, not a
discussion.  As I browsed through the various forums and
read a little here and a little there, it dawned on me that not
only was there a great deal of interest in this project, but
that people really wanted to know what was going on.
What are specific rules?  How is this or that mechanic
worked out...well, you get the picture.

This need to know was simultaneously nice to hear and
frustrating.  Nice, because it is a relief to know that there
is a great deal of interest out there.  Frustrating because we
couldn’t answer many of the questions.  Much of the
material we are working on has been kept under wrap for
very particular legal concerns that our lawyers have voiced
to me and Davis on numerous occasions.  We have been
allowed to only say so much and answering questions
hasn’t been the easiest thing to do.  Many of the Society
members, joining the discussions, dodged questions and
gave half answers to keep themselves in line with the NDA
they all had signed, all the while trying to paint a picture
that could entice new players to come over to the boards
and at least test the water.

As I sat down to write this column, many things tumbled
through the windswept halls of my cranial catacombs.  I
thought of exciting new slogans, new philosophies or the
like.  I thought to myself that I should write more material
that I wanted people to want to hear and the like.  All of
that tumbled out as I thought on one observation that one
poster made someone on the great highway about being

tired of the same old slogans.  Then it struck.  Rules.  I
should post some rules.  We’ve made great strides in this
area and that and the game is shaping up nicely.  But as
quickly, it occurred to me that I would have to get that
section through legal and legal has enough to do without
adding my extra crumb to their well stocked larder.

But, as I said at the outset of this column, posting a rules
section would have served two purposes.  What two
purposes?  First it would have given some nice juicy bits
for those looking for solid answers.  Secondly, it would
have kept me from actually writing the column, because
you see, I’m lazier than a five legged stack-tick and am
always looking for something to fill up the empty places
so I don’t have to!

Ah well, now, after 30 odd minutes of working this over,
I’ve failed to give anything substantive or fill up those
empty places.  Thus is the life of a Crusader!

I can impart this to you erstwhile information hounds.  The
Castle and Crusade Society is open to all folks of all
gaming persuasion.  The forums are filled to overflowing
with folks who want to talk about games and game designs
in a friendly if sometimes competitive atmosphere.  So
come one, come all, Join the Crusade!

Stephen Chenault
Crusader
Coburg the Undying
He Who Sits on the Elephants Back

Next week we’ll give you a whole issue dedicated to
Castles and Crusades the Role Playing Game!
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Troll Lord Games has a big Summer lined up.  In May we alone we have four releases: the long
anticipated, d20, definitive sourcebook on Familiars, The Book of Familiars, Necromancer Games’
The Mother of All Encounter Tables, City Sourcebook Vol I and the masterfully written d20
adventure The Temple of Kubla Khan.  In June we’ll release two games, Gary Gygax’s Lejendary
Adventure™ and Tom Wham’s Planet Busters.  July plays witness to the fifth installment of the
Gygaxian Fantasy World Series with Insidiae, Necromancer Games’ Vindication and our own d20
sourecbook Cities and Settlements.  If we play our cards right July will also see the much talked
about Castles and Crusades Players Handbook!  August will be another busy month with our first
Lejendary Adventure adventure module Living the Legend coming out as well as the Codex of
Erde Expanded Gazetteer with the new world map by Clayton Bunce.  As well as the Castles and
Crusades Monsters and Treasure book, and the first C&C module, Attack on Blackthorn Ridge
will be yours at Gencon!

All this exciting product can mean only one thing.  We have to clear the warehouse.  Back stock must
go and to do this we’ve created a couple of creative direct-only sales that we hope you all will take
advantage of.  So read on tired readers and plunder the Troll Halls for all its worth as we must make
room for what must inevitably come!

No sale will last beyond the ship date!

Pre-order the Book of Familars at full price and we’ll give you the Path of the Magi for free.  Call
the order in and we’ll cover shipping.  Book of Familiars is at the printer and scheduled until for
May 15th ship date.

Pre-order the The Mother of All Encounter Tables at full price and we’ll give you the Path of the
Magi for free.  Call the order in and we’ll cover shipping.  Book of Familiars is at the printer and
scheduled until for May 5th ship date.

Order the Codex of Erde at full price and we’ll throw in The Malady of Kings, Mortality of Green, A
Lion in the Ropes, Vakhund, Dzeebagd, Felsentheim, The Fantastic Adventure, St. Anton’s Fire,
Dark Druids and the Map for FREE.  That’s 10 books and one map for 35.00!

Pre-Order or Order any Gygaxian Fantasy Worlds books and we’ll throw in the Canting Crew for
FREE!  Order any two and we’ll throw in the Path of the Magi for FREE!

All of these sales can be found on our sales site:  http://www.trolllord.com/links.htm  Scroll down
the page to find the sale that fits you best!

Help us help you have a great summer!

If you own a RETAIL shop please contact us at troll@trolllord.com.  The same offer with
RETAILER’S DISCOUNT.

Offerings from the Troll Lords

Call at 501-680-6597 or Email at troll@trollord.com
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Welcome to The Book of Familiars, a d20 sourcebook meant to expand upon two of the most intriguing mystical elements
of fantasy games – familiars and animal companions. The Book of Familiars is a resource for expanding the role of famil-
iars and animal companions in your campaign by providing an assortment of new rules and options. Using the new rules
found herein, not only can characters of any class now summon familiars and animal companions, but the familiars and
animal companions so summoned possess a much greater potential for versatility and power.

A word of explanation. This book requires that you have access to the Player’s Handbook (PHB), the DMG, and the
MM published by Wizards of the Coast. Throughout this book, we have used the term ‘DM,’ to indicate the person running
the game, and ‘player character’ or ‘PC’ to refer to the characters created for the
game. All character, kingdom or world names mentioned herein are meant as
examples only, as The Book of Familiars is meant to serve as a generic sourcebook
for all d20 fantasy campaigns.

An Overview of the New Options

The following is a short synopsis of the new options available in this book
concerning familiars and animal companions:

New Feats: All characters, other than wizards and sorcerers, need to take
the Summon Familiar feat (described later in  Chapter one) in order to gain a
familiar.   Additional  feats – such as Improved Familiar (from the DMG, but
provided in this chapter with expanded information) and Supreme Familiar (also
detailed in this chapter) – allow characters to gain more powerful familiars. In
addition, an assortment of other feats allow players to increase the power of their character’s existing familiars. Similarly,
characters without the class ability to summon animal companions can now take the Animal Companion feat (described
later in this chapter) to duplicate its effects – allowing characters of any class to gain an animal companion.

New Powers: More than one hundred new powers are defined herein, and each class has their own type of familiar
defined by a unique power progression. These include improved and supreme powers.

New Tricks: A variety of new tricks have been provided for animal companions.
Summoning Rituals: Each class has its own summoning ritual for acquiring  familiars, and several generic rituals are

provided you for a wide variety of options.
New Familiars and Animals: Rules are included for more than two hundred possible familiars – including complete

statistics for more than seventy new animals and monsters.
The exact nature and powers of a particular familiar depend upon the character class of the master, and the decisions

you make as the player in summoning and empowering the familiar. Some of these details are found in this chapter (such as
New Feats and New Special Abilities), but additional information can be found in the class-dedicated chapters later in the
book.
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Table 1-2: Standard Familiars 28
Table 1-3: Greater Familiars 29
Table 1-4: Supreme Familiars 30
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Totems 32
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE BOOK OF FAMILIARS
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The Codex Erdiuch or The Lay of the Elves

So the Elves passed the great Age of Men and Empire in
peace, avoiding the world at large. They fashioned ever
greater towers in their Kingdom of Adavia and continued
their studies of the world.  They trafficked some with the
folk of the south, the Tarvish peoples and some of them
moved into the deep places of the Darkenfold and the
Eldwood.  Too, others went into the east and settled in the
forests there.

But ever was the power of the Elves set in the forests of
Adavia.  There, a great school of philosophers came to be
and they pondered the world’s unfolding.  In this way they
learned of the movements of Trigal the Mage, who after
men called Nulak-Kiz-Din who is also the Troll Lord.
They watched as this greatest of the magi ignited the
flames of war through the machinations of the Emperor
Sebastian.  In time, the Elves learned of the Paths of
Umbra and the prophecy of the White Mage.  They knew
then that the world was to be consumed in Darkness and
they came to believe that nothing that Dwarf, Man or Elf
could do would stop the coming of the horned god and his
Winter Dark.

It came to pass that the aging Queen Elean called many of
the Elves to her.  For several years Elves drifted to the
Queens council, but finally in a great Meet the Princes and
Knights, the Ladies and Sages gathered in a great and
secret council.  Long they debated the revelations of the
prophets and with grief heard the inevitable outcome of
the wars with the dark one.  They debated what best to do,
whether they should join with the peoples of the world, the
Dwarves and Humans and fight the tide of evil, or barring
that, how to defend themselves or hide themselves until a
way could be found to unmake the dark and make the
world a place of the All Father’s memory.

After many long days of discussion Prince Lothian,
counted as the greatest of the Princes of Elves, spoke.
“We have learned much in our time here in Erde.  We have
learned of the making of the world and the All Father’s
vision.  We have learned of beauty and happiness, but too,
we have learned of sorrow and the dark places of the
world.  We have seen the evil of men and monsters.  We
have felt the cold too often.  For long days we have tried
to refashion this world of men and Dwarf, but we have
failed.  Our councils have been spurned and our people
treated as outsiders.  It is time for us to leave this place.  It

is not a world for us.  All but a few of the Sentients are
gone.  All the beauty has been tarnished.  The All Father is
gone, though we knew him not.  It is time for us to leave
as well.  We must gather our wealth and return the land of
the Fay. Let man and Dwarf fight this evil that they have
brought upon themselves.”

Lothian’s words caused a great stir and many folk
wondered at the thought of fleeing.  Some thought it the
only course, others doubted its wisdom.  Some few spoke
out against it.  Caradose, a young student, spoke most
against fleeing the world.  “We know not that the
prophecies are true for such things, laid in the earth are
memories of times gone by and hoped for dreams and
curses of the long dead. And this is a prophecy of Dwarf
and Man, not Elf.  We know not that by our leaving we
damn this world to the dark, or that by staying we keep the
cold from the bosom of the world.  You speak of long
centuries my Prince.  Is it ours to quit those years of work
and diligence in the face of this danger?”

To this Lothian replied, “Speak not to me of danger young
Caradose for I have walked with Tarvish through all their
great wars with the east.  I have seen first hand this world
in all its places.  I am Ithrund-Aet-Tu, Prince of Lothian,
and was old before men built castles of stone.  I remember
the shaded vales when we spoke with the trees.  I
remember these things for I am as old as one of our kind
can be.  Do not let your friendship with these peoples
cloud your judgement.  Is not my wife human?  Do I not
know these folk better than all?  I council that it is time for
us to lay aside our tasks and return from wince we came.”

“For my part, I doubt not your wisdom, nor your guidance,
but for the sake of the world, I fear that your words are
spoken for the peoples of our kind only and not for the
good of all.”  Caradose spoke wisely, but he was young
and filled with a great love of men and their makings of
magic.  “We might yet bind ourselves to these peoples,
teach their magi what we may and keep the dark in its
towers in the east.”

“It is the failure of these peoples, the failure of their magi,
that brings us to this pass.  I for one will not impart my
wisdom to them.  They would misuse it, no matter their
intent.  One would take the knowledge and for want of
humility make it a thing foul and corrupt the world.”
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“It is not always as you say.  There are many in the midst
who are good and would mold the world in a different
image.”

“Your words are waited with a hope that is foolish.  We
must not lay our lives on the lives of fools.  They have set
their course, let them be damned.”

Caradose rose in amazement.  “Surely the Prince of
Lothian does not speak words that would damn all for the
wants of a few?  Surely his wisdom is deeper than that?”
He turned then to the gathered hosts, “It is true that I have
great concourse with the Magi of this world.  It is true that
I break bread with them and share a knowledge in their
secret councils.  But make me not a fool of my friends for
I speak from the wisdom of my soul.  I speak for the good
of us.  We must not abandon the folk of the world and the
World to the dark winter that is coming.”

Slowly Lothian rose, his armor, worked in green metals,
carried the weight of all his might and the green gems of
his crown shown in the evening wood.  His countenance
was unmatched in those days in both his beauty and terror.
“Hear me my kindred.  If we bind our fates to the worlds
of men it will be to our ruin.  The sorcery of the coming
winter is dark and will stain the souls of our children so
that they may not bare the weight of it.  It is a war which
cannot help but damn us from our immortality.  I for one
will not stay.”

So they debated for many days.  But in the, end the greater
host of them chose to leave.  Even many who swore to
remain, in their hearts knew that they would leave.  And so
it came to pass that even as the wars started by Trigal the
Mage and his master raged across Erde, the Elves began to
quietly depart.  The Elven Sages, led by Melius the Wise,
led them on many paths to the world of Fay and so the
greater part of them left the world.

In the last Daladon, half-elf, son of Prince Lothian, in the
heat of the wars with the enemy learned of his father’s
departure and that of his father’s people too.  In shame and
horror he cast aside his heritage and cursed it.  In his rage
he cursed the Elves and damned them for abandoning the
world.  He named them a foul people.  His lament knew no
softening and from that day to this he could abide no Elf
that he did not want to slay.

But Daladon’s curses knew more power than he guessed
for he left many at ends with themselves.  So great was the
weight of shame upon his half-brother Meltowg that that
Elf gathered a host of Knights and came to Erde to fight
the Dark.  But his was a blind fight without purpose for he
was driven only by the Curse of the Elves.  He left his
father in the lands of Fay, returning by secret ways to the
world at large, where he and a small band of Elves battled
the evil for a thousand years and more, until he was mad
with his lust for war and destroyed any and all who stood
against his grim purpose, whatever that may be.

In truth, not all the Elves fled the world with the Queen
and the father of the House Lothain.  Her own daughter,
Londea remained behind with an order of Elven warlords,
the Lunar Knights.  This lived in the Shelves of the Mist
and fought a long embittered war against the forces of
Aufstrag.  They fought on into the modern era, but few
remained when the Winter Dark Wars began.  Many others
stayed behind, hidden in the deep forests.  Most notable of
these were Nigold, King of the Wood Elves of the
Eldwood.  But also, there were others, some becoming
corrupted by the victories of the dark.  Most notable of
these evolved into the Twilight Elves, neither good nor
evil, but possessed of great knowledge of sorcery. These
gray skinned Elves haunted the environs of their forest
calling on Utumno for safe passage and wielding great
sorcery in battle.  Other Elves, wild and without homes,
roamed the waste lands thirsty for a world they could not
remember, but always possessed of a great wisdom of the
forests and plains and the world around them.

Explore the fantastic World of Erde, Troll Lord Games’ official
fantasy campaign setting in this 256 page, illustrated, hardback
sourcebook. This book contains everything needed by players
and GMs to weave epic tales of heroism in the World of Erde.
A detailed history of the world, descriptions of the lands, maps,
heraldry, races languages, deities, classes, spells, magic items,
and monsters are found within, and all are compatible with the
3rd Edition of the world’s most popular fantasy roleplaying
game.   $34.95

THE CODEX OF ERDE COMES FREE WITH NINE
PRINTED ADVENTURE MODULES AND A MAP!
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Frankenburry

The Crack Parade

There he sat, Odious Stensch, that snaggle toothed old
codger, cawing some incoherent command to the myopic
mammalian misfits gathered around his table. He was
attempting to explain how to enact the next step in their
plan to wrest control over the Council of Gelders (that
august body of ancient sniveling, whiny, buck toothed,
conceited, self-centered, egomaniacal, monomaniacal,
blood lapping ticks) but could not be understood as his
words only bubbled out of his mouth between slurps of
blood pie, blood pudding and blood soup.

His minions, fearing their master’s wrath, never
interrupted him, nor revealed ignorance of what he was
saying. They nodded their bobble heads and eyed the
bubbles escaping from Odious’ mouth floated up to the
chandelier dangling from the ceiling. After the audience
ended, they left the Great Hall to gather in the Not-so-
Great Hall to discuss what to do next.

Almost all of them burst into laughter after leaving as they
realized the cooks had slipped some soap into the blood
soup again. “That cook, he’s such a ham!” “Ahaha, did
you see the bubble that landed on Odious’ hair?” “Guffaw,
guffaw, guffaw.”

And so the meeting went and all the little evil doers forgot
their primary mission and went of to lounge around their
Victorian mansion and engage in all manner of charming
and decadent activities like kissing and smoking and
drinking and doing drugs and thinking vile thoughts and
wishing mommy had not been so mean to them when they
were kids.

So they were caught unawares when the monster arrived!!!
Oops not yet.

Selena dropped down from the belfry, landed on the
ground with a thump and changed into a human, or
vampire. She was naked! “This never happens in the
movies.” She groaned. Selena’s problem with Hollywood
was its lack of attention to details and their representation
of being a vampire only showed the more positive aspects
of such a life style, never the draw backs. She believed a
more nuanced telling of the tales would engender some
sympathy from the cattle upon whom she fed.

So there she stood, naked, cold, and shivering. She put on
the clothes she was wearing earlier and that had fallen into

the mud. Her sidekick was no where to be seen and was
likely off chasing mosquitos. But Selena had a mission and
it was to kick butt. So she sat about setting about kicking
butt.

In painfully slow movements she slid her pistol out of its
holster and pulled back the slide and let is slam forward
with a metallic clink and chambered her first round. She
was ready for combat and began to walk over to Louige’s
House of Pasta.

Luscious, ever the vigilant wearthing, was no dupe and his
keen sense of hearing picked up the familiar sound of
clinking metal. “Arg wuff wuff,” he yelped a warning. A
chorus of howls broke the nosie of the eatery and it
suddenly seemed as if a pack of hound dogs had cornered
their first squirrel of the season down at Louige’s House of
Pasta. “The dog chain, the dog chain,” Luscious yelped
remembering his untamed youth.

So it was that Louige’s neighbor was accosted by a lot of
wearwolves, weardogs and wearrabbits. For you see, Mark
Cantankerous was just putting his dog on a chain to take
him for a walk when Luscious heard the sound. They
pounced on him like a pack of dogs on fried eggs. When
they were finished all that was left was a chain with a dog
attached to it urinating on a lightpost. The dog looked
confused.

Happy at being the first to draw blood in the war that was
brewing, the mosses jumped up and down for joy as they
made their way back to their kennel chasing every squirrel
and cat what got in their way.

Selena saw all this and was somewhat confused. The shear
number of mosses caused her to rethink her plan of attack
and she decided on a hasty retreat back to the city dump to
target shoot at racoons instead.

Then the monster shambled out of the twilight of the night
and the shadows cast by street lamps into an empty street
and it thought to itself, “Where is everyone?” Foiled again,
the mosnter shambled back into the dark of the night only
to reappear later at a more opportune and dramatic
moment.

And into this picture of horror unabated comes our hero,
the human to which we can all relate, Teddy MacNoodle,
an Irishman of dubious Irish heritage. He is handsome yet
plain, rugged yet smartly dressed, sophisticated yet with
trailer park humility, strong yet sympathetic, and fat. Not
real fat, but pudgy.  Every morning he gets up and flexes
in the mirror. To him, he is an awesome rendition of the
male of the species. To the rest of us he is a drunkard with
too few wits and no aspirations. He is the everyman and
the hero of our tale. He discovers Selena at the city dump
shooting racoons and it is love at first sight!
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Lejendary Adventure:

Essentials™

Fantasy Role Playing Game

Boxed Set, Fully Illustrated, $39.95, For Contents See
below; Author: Gary Gygax; Cover Artist: Larry Elmore-X
Stock Code TLG 3350; ISBN: 1-931275-67.

The Essential Lejendary Adventure Role Playing Game is
designed by Gary Gygax, the father of role playing games.
It serves as a primer for his newest creation for all role
players not familiar with the LA game, whether novice or
experienced.  The game’s easy rules facilitate players to
use their imagination and create a world filled with
knights, wizards, and creatures of legend.  The elementary
rules describe how to quickly create a hero, whether a
mighty warrior or an Alfar race archer, and put them on the
path to adventure in a world of myth and fantasy.  The
Essential Lejendary Adventure provides all the informa-
tion on how a game master can create a well ordered,
fun_filled evening straight out of a storybook.  The game
goes beyond the mathematical precision of computer
games to create a truly interactive story in which all of the
players are the author.

Push the boundaries of imagination and weave a story of
legend, enter the world of The Essential Lejendary
Adventure Fantasy Role Playing Game!

Includes the following:
The Lejendary Adventure Rule Book,
Lejendary Beasts,
Character Sheets,
s i x playing
Dice

To inaugurate TLGs release of the Lejendary
Adventure™  Essentials RPG we are going to
dedicate a few pages of the Seeker to players of
that persuasion.  We would like to invite any and
all fans of the system to write in with letters, ideas,
comments, new orders, abilities etc etc.   We’ll sort
through the material and publish as much as we
can.  Davis and I have not thought up a name for
this column, but as we do, you’ll know it.  In the
meantime, without further ado, here is a New
Extraordinary Ability for the LA game system™!

Dark Ecclesiastics

By: Chad B. Hoblitz (AKA Isidorus from
Lejendary.com)
Email: isidorus13@yahoo.com

New Extraordinary Ability: Dark Theurgy

Add one half-point to Speed Base Rating when
initially selecting this Ability. All activities having
to do with belief in and service of malign deities;
dedication thereto and furtherance of the goals of
such deities, the summoning of malign spirits, the
approval of malign deities, the upholding and
spreading their evil doctrines, the protection and
control of secular followers, and so on are
governed by this Ability.

Each five Ability points possessed above a score of
100 points adds one point of Activation Energy to
the pool of points available to the Avatar. For
example, a score of 117 in this Ability adds 3
additional AEPs to the Avatars pool.

Starting Equipment list: Magical: Only Dark
Theurgy activations, listed general equipment, and
Memory Tablets selections can be chosen. One
memory tablet is automatically possessed as a
reluctant gift from the nether planes for surviving
training, in addition to those picked. See the Dark
Theurgy section hereafter for details of activations.

Next Seeker:  New Orders!
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RECIPE-O-DER-TROLL

POPOP_CORN BALLS

20 cups popped popcorn
¾ cup light corn syrup
¼ cup margarine
2 teaspoons cold water
2 ¾ cups confectioners’ sugar
1 cup marshmallows

In a saucepan over medium heat, combine the corn syrup,
margarine, cold water, confectioners’ sugar and marshmal-
lows. Heat and stir until the mixture comes to a boil. Care-
fully combine the hot mixture with the popcorn, coating each
kernel.  Grease hands with vegetable shortening and quickly
shape the coated popcorn into balls.

Davis’ amended recipe: So I asked my wife what she would
want to snack on if she played ‘the game’ like I did. Her
response - a bullet!

The Angry Gamer

I can’t stand wishy washy Dms.  For umteen bazillion
years we’ve played the Big Game. I started this game back
in 1984.  In fact, my character, the only surviving character
from those days mind you, was the third character I ever
played.  And I’m still ticking.   The same character.  Played
the same way.  Looks the same only older.  Same...
anyway, back to the subject at hand.

Our DM, who we won’t name, but shall call S*eve, was
the stingiest game master you could imagine.  I know.  I
hear ya.  “My DM was worse than S*eve.”  Well your
wrong and shut up your thinking because this is my
column.  Anyway, back to the subject at hand.  S*eve gave
no experience for treasure.  No experience for solving
riddles. No experience for role play or interacting with
NPCS.  He gave so little experience we were like starving
orphans.  You got experience for two things and TWO
things only. Killing monsters and bringing his poor-i-have-
no-money-ass Dr. Peppers.  (Keep in mind of course that
we LOST experience for bad role playing, we LOST
experience for failing to solve riddle and LOST experience
for losing treasure).  Experience points were divided by
the amount of damage you did in combat.  It was tough.
We played two, three times a week in College . . . I know, I
know, I know what I missed, give it a rest . . .anyway back
to the subject at hand . . . and we were lucky to walk away
from a WEEK’s play with 125 experience points...that’s
like 18-24 hours of gaming!  And we get a measly 125
exps.  (And he always wondered why we grubbed around
like paupers at poor man’s funeral for every flipping single
experience point).

All these years S*eve has babbled on incessantly
about party loyalty.  Don’t kill each other.  Kill
each other and die.  Don’t split up. FORM A
LINE!  I’ve got a line he can form.  For years
we’ve been indoctrinated with ‘don’t do it don’t do
it don’t do it’.  ARGH!  How many times I wanted
to hack a certain magic user to pieces...YOU
HEAR ME *AC!  Party loyalty my ass.  Here’s
some party loyalty.  Next time you take my
shield...3 feet of cold steel in your worthless hide.
Anyway, back to the subject at hand...

So here we are 20 years later and we finally made
it into the high levels.  It’s a huge campaign filled
with role playing, great encounters, epic
adventures and blah blah blah.  But into this long
running game of TWENTY YEARS comes
Diareha-of-the-mouth D*vis.  He hadn’t played for
years because he’d been living in a tent doing
Archeology out west.  (I’VE GOT NEWS FOR
YOU D*VIS, BEING HOMELESS AND
WANDERING AROUND THE DESERT
WITHOUT A HAT IS NOT BEING AN
ARCHEOLOGIST, ITS BEING HOMELESS

AND WANDERING AROUND THE DESERT
WITHOUT A HAT).  Anyway, so here we are, years later,
our schedules allowing only one game a week at best.  And
dip-ship Harry here sits at the end of the table and all he
does is sit there thinking up ways to annoy my character
and me.  That’s it.  His whole purpose is to annoy me.  He
takes my magic items, tries to steal my boat, goads me into
god knows what...and what do I do?  I TAKE IT.

I TAKE IT LIKE A...LIKE A... LIKE A...SOMETHING
THE SEEKER CENSORS (read S*eve) WON’T LET ME
PRINT.  Why do I take it?  Because that mealy mouthed
DM beat me over the head for years about Party unity and
not killing other characters.  I had to grub for every
experience point for the better part of 15 years...FIFTEEN
YEARS, THINK ABOUT IT...and I would lose gobs of
them if I killed another party member.  I’ve been
indoctrinated like some poor Russian Kulak in a re-
education camp.  “Don’t kill your party” the drone like
voice intones “it is bad for you.  Believe in the dictatorship
of the proletariat.”  Never ending droning voice.  I hear it
my cursed sleep!

So here I am.  I sit at the table listening to D*vis dance
around my soon to be grave babbling his nonesensacle
statements. And you know what I’m thinking?  When I
crack.  And its only a matter of time before I do. When I
crack,  “The DM dies.  D*vis dies. *ac dies.  THE
DAMNED PROLETARIAT DIES!  Everyone dies!”

Todd Gray, the Grayman


